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a b s t r a c t
Recent simulations often use highly parallel machines with many processors, and they
need many pseudorandom number generators with distinct parameter sets, and hence
we need an effective fast assessment of the generator with a given parameter set. Linear
generators over the two-element field are good candidates, because of the powerful
assessment via their dimensions of equidistribution. Some efficient algorithms to compute
these dimensions use reduced bases of lattices associatedwith the generator. In this article,
we use a fast lattice reduction algorithm by Mulders and Storjohann instead of Schmidt’s
algorithm, and show that the order of computational complexity is lessened. Experiments
show an improvement in the speed by a factor of three. We also report that just using a
sparsest initial state (i.e., consisting of all 0 bits except one) significantly accelerates the
lattice computation, in the case of Mersenne Twister generators.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A recent trend in large-scale simulations is to use parallelism, based onmany processors (or cores). In such simulations, a
large number of pseudorandomnumber generatorswith distinct parameter sets are often required, to assign each parameter
set to every core or every process. For this, an effective assessment of the quality of a generator with a given parameter is
desired. Pseudorandom number generators based on linear recurrences over the two-element field are good candidates
for this purpose (cf. Dynamic Creator of Mersenne Twister [1]), since they have effective assessment via their dimensions
of equidistribution, which are values ensuring uniformity of high-dimensional distribution. This article proposes a fast
algorithm to compute these dimensions, using a lattice reduction algorithmbyMulders and Storjohann [2] in the SISmethod
previously proposed by the author, Matsumoto, and Saito [3].
Let F2 := {0, 1} be the two-element field, i.e., addition and multiplication are done modulo 2. We consider a
pseudorandom number generator with a p-dimensional state space S := Fp2, an F2-linear state transition function f : S → S,
and an F2-linear output function o : S → OwhereO := Fw2 is the set of outputs (w intended for theword size of themachine).
When we give an initial state s0 ∈ S, the generator computes the next state by the recursion si+1 = f (si) (i = 0, 1, 2, . . .),
and the output sequence is given by o(s0), o(s1), o(s2), . . . ∈ O. We identifyOwith the set of unsignedw-bit binary integers.
This type of generator is called an F2-linear generator. For example, Mersenne Twisters [4,5] andWELL generators [6] belong
to this class.
One of the merits of an F2-linear generator is that we can compute the dimension of equidistribution which measures
high-dimensional uniformity of the sequence for the whole period. Since most significant bits (MSBs) in a word-size integer
are more influential than the lower ones in a Monte Carlo simulation, we often use the dimension of equidistribution of v-bit
accuracy k(v) defined as follows (see surveys [7,8] for details).
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Definition 1. Consider an F2-linear generator as above. Let v be an integer with 1 ≤ v ≤ w. Let trv : Fw2 → Fv2 be the
projection fromw bits to the v MSBs, called the truncation function.
For a positive integer k, we define o(k)v as the composition:
o(k)v : S → (Fv2)k, s0 → (trv ◦ o(s0), trv ◦ o(f (s0)), . . . , trv ◦ o(f k−1(s0))).
This map sends a state to the consecutive k-tuple output integers from the state, with only v MSBs extracted from each
integer.
The generator is said to be k-dimensionally equidistributed if and only if the map o(k)v is surjective. The maximum such k
is called the dimension of equidistribution with v-bit accuracy, and denoted by k(v).
The larger k(v) for each of 1 ≤ v ≤ w is desirable. By dimension comparison, an obvious upper bound exists:
k(v)v ≤ p, or equivalently k(v) ≤ ⌊p/v⌋.
Definition 2. The gap
d(v) := ⌊p/v⌋ − k(v)
is called the dimension defect at v, and their sum
∆ :=
w−
v=1
(⌊p/v⌋ − k(v))
is called the total dimension defect. If∆ = 0, the generator is said to bemaximally equidistributed.
Usually, the above definition is adopted under the assumption that f has themaximal period 2p−1. Then, every state except
the zero state in S occurs exactly once in a period, and hence if one plots points in [0, 1)k using overlapping k-tuples from
the outputs of the generator over a whole period, then each of 2kv pieces of k-dimensional sub-cube obtained by dividing
each axis into 2v equal-length segments gets the same number of points (except the cube at the origin, which gets one less).
This explains the terminology of the dimension of equidistribution. All generators treated here are assumed to satisfy the
maximal-period condition.
We can compute k(v) by linear algebra [9], since it is equivalent to the fullness of the rank of the representation matrix
of o(k)v . However, a naive Gaussian elimination costs O(p
3) bit operations for the rank computation, which is huge for large
generators such as Mersenne Twister (p = 19937). Couture, L’Ecuyer, and Tezuka [10] and Tezuka [11] proposed much
faster algorithms based on lattice structures over power series. Couture and L’Ecuyer [12] proposed an improvement by
using the dual lattices and Lenstra’s reduction algorithm [13]. Recently, the author, Matsumoto, and Saito [3] proposed a
more efficient lattice computation method named SIS, based on manipulating the state space instead of the lattice points.
The number of bit operations for SIS to obtain all k(v) is approximately 2wp2+ 43w3p+ 14w4. However, the computation of
k(v) is still time-consuming for large w (e.g., 64-bit or 128-bit generators [5,14]) because of presence of the terms of order
w3p andw4.
In this article, we improve on SIS method by replacing Schmidt’s lattice reduction with a more efficient lattice reduction
algorithm based on [2,15], and show that this algorithm lowers the computational complexity. The number of bit operations
is approximately 2wp2 + 12w2p+ 12w2(w + 1).
As another direction, we propose to apply our algorithm to the sequences generated from 0-excess initial states (i.e., the
statewhere all bits are 0 except one,which is a bad initialization used to assess the generators in [6]). In fact, this initialization
considerably accelerates the lattice computation for generators with sparse transition function, such as Mersenne Twisters.
In Section 2, we recall the lattice method for computing k(v). In Section 3, we propose a new lattice reduction algorithm
based on [2,15], and analyze the computational complexity. In Section 4, we report the timing with or without 0-excess
initial states.
2. Lattice method
2.1. Lattice structure
We briefly recall the lattice method for computing k(v). Let K denote the formal power series field K := F2((t−1)) =∑∞
j=j0 ajt
−j | aj ∈ F2, j0 ∈ Z

. For α =∑∞j=j0 ajt−j ∈ K , we define a standard norm by
|α| :=

max{−j ∈ Z | aj ≠ 0} if α ≠ 0,
−∞ if α = 0.
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For a vector γ = (α1, α2, . . . , αv) ∈ K v , we define its norm by ‖γ ‖ := max1≤i≤v |αi|. Note that |α| and ‖γ ‖ are often
negative integers. To represent such a γ , we sometimes use a formal power series with vector coefficients. Namely, if
αi =∑∞j=j0 ai,jt−j, then we denote
γ = (α1, . . . , αv) =
∞−
j=j0
(a1,j, . . . , av,j)t−j.
For γ ≠ (0, . . . , 0), we define its coefficient vector at the leading term π(γ ) ∈ Fv2 by π(γ ) :=
(a1,−‖γ ‖, a2,−‖γ ‖, . . . , av,−‖γ ‖), so that γ = π(γ )t‖γ ‖ + (lower degree terms in t).
A subset L ⊂ K v is said to be an F2[t]-lattice if there exist K -linear basisω1, ω2, . . . , ωv of K v such that L is their span over
F2[t], i.e., L = ⟨ω1, ω2, . . . , ωv⟩F2[t]. We call such a set of vectors a basis of L. A basis ω1, . . . , ωv of L is said to be a reduced
basis if π(ω1), . . . , π(ωv) are linearly independent over F2. Let us sort ω1, ω2, . . . , ωv so that ‖ω1‖ ≤ ‖ω2‖ ≤ · · · ≤ ‖ωv‖.
Then, the numbers νi := ‖ωi‖ (i = 1, . . . , v) are uniquely determined by the lattice, and called successive minima (see [16,
17] for details).
Let trv : O = Fw2 → Fv2 be the truncation function (Definition 1). For an F2-linear generator and an initial state s0 ∈ S, we
define its associated v-dimensional vector-valued generating function χv(s0) as follows:
χv(s0) :=
∞−
j=0
trv(o(f j(s0)))t−1−j = trv(o(s0))t−1 + trv(o(s1))t−2 + · · · ∈ K v. (1)
We defineΛv ⊂ K v by an F2[t]-linear span
Λv := ⟨e1, e2, . . . , ev, χv(s0)⟩F2[t], (2)
where ei ∈ K v denotes the unit vector whose ith component is 1 and the other components are 0 (i = 1, . . . , v). If we
multiply χv(s0) by the characteristic polynomial P(t) of the transition function f , then we obtain a vector whose elements
are all polynomial. Hence,Λv is an F2[t]-lattice. If P(t) is irreducible, thenΛv can be proved to be independent of the choice
of the initial state s0 ≠ (0, . . . , 0).
The following theorem asserts that we can obtain k(v) by computing the successiveminima ofΛv , namely, by computing
a reduced basis ofΛv .
Theorem 1 ([10,11]). Consider an F2-linear generator. Assume that the characteristic polynomial P(t) of its transition function
is irreducible. Take nonzero initial state s0 ∈ S. Then, we have k(v) = −νv , where νv is the vth successive minimum of Λv .
2.2. Schmidt’s reduction, inductive projection, and state representation
By Theorem 1, computations of k(v) are reduced to computations of reduced bases of the latticesΛv . From now on, we
treat the problem to compute a reduced basis ofΛv for all 1 ≤ v ≤ w. Couture–L’Ecuyer dual lattice method [12] computes
a reduced basis of the dual basis of Λv inductively for v = 1, . . . , w. The author, Matsumoto, and Saito [3] proposed even
faster method named SIS (for Schmidt’s generating set reduction, inductive projection, and state representation), which we
briefly recall.
Schmidt’s generating set reduction (SGR), a variant of [18], is straightforward: for a given generating set {ω1, . . . , ωm} of
an F2[t]-lattice L, find any non-trivial linear relation over F2 among a subset of the coefficient vectors at the leading terms
π(ωi) (1 ≤ i ≤ m). If there is none, the generating set is a reduced basis. If there is any linear relation, by using the vectors
appearing in the linear relation, one can reduce the longest (with respect to the norm) by F2[t]-linear combination of the
rest vectors. We iterate this reduction, until no linear relation exists. This works for a generating set of the lattice, while
Lenstra’s algorithm [13] works only for a basis (cf. its generalization for the generating set is in [19]).
The inductive projection is a way to compute reduced bases for all v. We compute a reduced basis {ω1, . . . , ωw} of Λw
by SGR. Then, we compute reduced bases of Λw−1, Λw−2, . . . ,Λ1, inductively using projection, as follows. Let ρ be the
projection
ρ : K v+1 → K v, (α1, . . . , αv+1) → (α1, . . . , αv),
which depends on v but we do not specify v since it is clear from the context. It is easy to see ((i) in Lemma 3 of [12])
Λv = ρ(Λv+1), (3)
by looking at the definition (2) of Λv . This implies that if {ω1, . . . , ωv+1} is a basis of Λv+1, then {ρ(ω1), . . . , ρ(ωv+1)} is
a generating set of Λv . If the former is a reduced basis, then the vectors in the latter generating set are already short, and
thus more easily converge to a reduced basis than starting from the defining generating set (2). Once we compute a reduced
basis ofΛw , we compute those ofΛw−1,Λw−2, . . . ,Λ1, inductively as above. This is the inductive projection.
The state representation is a method to represent a lattice point in Λv by a state in S and some polynomial information.
We define the action of t on s ∈ S as s · t := f (s). Note thatΛv/(F2[t]v) is an F2[t]-module. We have the following:
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Lemma 2 (Lemma 3.4. of [3]). If the characteristic polynomial P(t) is irreducible and χv in (1) is nonzero,
χv : S → Λv/(F2[t]v)
is an isomorphism as F2[t]-modules.
In this case, we have a decomposition
Λv = F2[t]v ⊕ χv(S)
as an F2-linear space, and thus any element ofΛv has a representation poly+χv(s)with a unique pair (poly, s) ∈ F2[t]v× S.
Such a pair is said to be a (unique) state representation of poly + χv(s) ∈ Λv . poly is called the polynomial part. In lattice
reduction algorithms, only the addition of two lattice points and the multiplication to a lattice point by t suffice to complete
the reduction. The addition is easy in the state representation. The multiplication by t is given by (poly + χv(s)) · t =
poly · t + trv(o(s))+ χv(f (s)). Thus, we may execute lattice computation.
3. Main result: PIS method
SGR algorithm seems comparable to or even more efficient than Lenstra’s algorithm. More recently, Mulders and
Storjohann [2] developed a faster lattice reduction algorithm. Wang, Zhu, and Pei [15] independently proposed a similar
but somewhat specialized algorithm. Both of these can be called the pivot reduction algorithm. In this section, we propose to
replace SGR in SIS with the pivot reduction algorithm, which we shall call PIS.
We follow the notation of [2] with some simplification.
Definition 3. For a nonzero vector γ = (α1, . . . , αv) ∈ K v , we define its pivot index (denoted by I(γ ) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , v}) by
I(γ ) := max{i | |αi| = ‖γ ‖}.
In other words, I(γ ) is the coordinate index of the rightmost nonzero component in the coefficient vectors at the leading
term π(γ ) ∈ Fv2 .
Let L be an F2[t]-lattice spanned by a generating set ω1, . . . , ωm ∈ K v (m ≥ v), i.e., L = ⟨ω1, . . . , ωm⟩F2[t]. Let M be
a generating set {ω1, . . . , ωm}. From now on, we assume that M does not contain the zero vector. We shall define a pivot
reduction onM , which gives another (smaller in a sense) generating setM ′ of the same lattice.
Lemma 3. Assume that I(ωi) for ωi ∈ M are all different, i.e.,
1 ≤ k ≠ l ≤ m ⇒ I(ωk) ≠ I(ωl). (4)
Then, M is a reduced basis of L.
This follows because π(ωi) are linearly independent by the definition of I(ωi).
Definition 4 (Pivot reduction). Assume I(ωl) = I(ωk) for 1 ≤ k ≠ l ≤ m. By symmetry, we may assume ‖ωl‖ ≥ ‖ωk‖. The
pivot reduction of ωl by ωk is to obtain a new generating setM ′ as follows. Put ω′l := ωl − ωk · t‖ωl‖−‖ωk‖. If ω′l = (0, . . . , 0),
then putM ′ := {ω1, . . . , ωl−1, ωl+1, . . . ωm} and renumber them (and hencem is decreased by one). Ifω′l ≠ (0, . . . , 0), then
putM ′ := {ω1, . . . , ωl−1, ω′l, ωl+1, . . . ωm}.
A pivot reduction decreases the ‘‘size’’ ofM as follows.
Lemma 4 (Lemma 2.2 of [2]). Let M ′ be obtained from M by a pivot reduction of ωl by ωk. Let ω′l be the vector as above. Then,
we have either ‖ω′l‖ < ‖ωl‖ or (‖ω′l‖ = ‖ωl‖ and I(ω′l) < I(ωl)). Thus, every pivot reduction decreases the cardinality of M ′
(if ω′l = (0, . . . , 0)), or (‖ω′l‖, I(ω′l)) < (‖ωl‖, I(ωl)) holds with respect to the lexicographic order.
The following lemma gives the relationship between the pivot reduction and the condition (4).
Lemma 5 (Lemma 2.1. of [2]). M does not satisfy the condition (4) if and only if we can apply a pivot reduction on M.
Mulders and Storjohann lattice reduction algorithm [2] is to iterate pivot reductions on M until (4) holds. Since
{(‖ω‖, I(ω)) | (0, . . . , 0) ≠ ω ∈ L} is well-ordered and bounded from below, this algorithm terminates and gives a reduced
basis.
Next, we specialize this algorithm in amore efficientway, as proposed in Section IV ofWang et al. [15], with the following
restriction on M . Assume m = v + 1, namely, the given generating set M of L ⊂ K v is {ω1, . . . , ωv+1}. Assume that the
following triangular condition for the first v vectors holds:
I(ωi) = i for i = 1, . . . , v. (5)
Note that {e1, . . . , ev, χv(s0)} in (2) satisfies (5). The next procedure gives a sequence of pivot reductions that preserves this
triangular condition to reach a reduced basis. We call this algorithm Pivot Lattice Reduction (PLR).
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procedure Pivot Lattice Reduction (with triangular condition)
input: a generating set ω1, ω2, . . . , ωv+1 of Lwith triangular condition (5).
output: a reduced basis ω1, ω2, . . . , ωv ∈ L.
begin
While ωv+1 ≠ (0, . . . , 0) do
(reduction step)
Set k ← I(ωv+1) (i.e., the pivot index of ωv+1).
If ‖ωv+1‖ ≥ ‖ωk‖
Set ωv+1 ← ωv+1 − ωk · t‖ωv+1‖−‖ωk‖.
else
Swap ωk and ωv+1.
Set ωv+1 ← ωv+1 − ωk · t‖ωv+1‖−‖ωk‖.
end if
end while
end
In this algorithm, ωv+1 ← ωv+1 − ωk · t‖ωv+1‖−‖ωk‖ is a pivot reduction. To keep the triangular condition (5), we reduce
only the last vector ωv+1, by swapping with ωk if ‖ωk‖ > ‖ωv+1‖ at the beginning of the reduction step. The algorithm
terminates when and only when the reduction of ωv+1 is zero, and then the first v vectors are a reduced basis.
The following theorem shows the number of pivot reductions required to reach a reduced basis (similarly to Theorem
3.1 in [3]).
Theorem 6. Let ω1, . . . , ωv+1 be a generating set of an F2[t]-lattice L ⊂ K v which satisfies the triangular condition (5). Let
ω′1, . . . , ω′v be the obtained reduced basis by PLR. Then, the number of pivot reductions in PLR is bounded from above by
v+1−
i=1
‖ωi‖ −
v−
i=1
‖ω′i‖ − ‖ωlast‖ + 1

v, (6)
where ωlast denotes the last vector reduced to zero at the final step in PLR.
Proof. Again letM := {ω1, . . . , ωv+1}. We define the number state size SM ofM by
SM :=
v+1−
i=1
(‖ωi‖v + I(ωi)). (7)
Let N be a generating set obtained by applying some number of pivot reductions to M . If the cardinality of N is less than
M , then N is a reduced basis, by the triangular condition (5). Assume that N consists of nonzero v + 1 vectors, and define
SN as well as (7). Then, SM − SN is said to be the state drop [2]. The number of pivot reductions from M to N is bounded
above by the state drop, since a pivot reduction decreases the state size at least by one (see Lemma 4 or [2, Theorem 2.2]).
Let N be the previous generating set to the last stage. Consequently, the pivot reduction to N at the (v + 1)-st vector
eliminates this vector to zero and gives a reduced basis. Hence N = {ω′1, . . . , ω′v, ωlast}. By the triangular condition (5),
I(ωi) = I(ω′i) = i (i = 1, . . . , v), which are canceled out in state drop. We have bounds I(ωv+1) ≤ v and I(ωlast) ≥ 1. Thus,
SM − SN ≤

v+1−
i=1
‖ωi‖ −
v−
i=1
‖ω′i‖ − ‖ωlast‖

v + v − 1.
By adding 1 for the final reduction of ωlast, the theorem follows. 
Remark 1. This upper bound on the number of pivot reductions in PLR is exactly v times the number of reduction steps in
SGR. Note that one reduction in SGR requires O(v) times operations on vectors.
It is easy to check that the generating set obtained by the inductive projection (3) through PLR keeps the triangular
condition (5), because if {ω1, . . . , ωv+1} is a reduced basis of Λv+1 obtained by PLR, then we have I(ωi) = i for i =
1, . . . , v + 1. Then, {ρ(ω1), . . . , ρ(ωv+1)} satisfies the triangular condition, so that we can inductively compute a reduced
basis ofΛv .
The state representation is applicable for PLR with no modification. Our proposal is a combination of PLR, inductive
projection, and state representation, for computing all k(v)’s, named PIS.
We analyze the computational complexity for PIS. In a practical F2-linear generator, f and o can be computed by a few
operations, often independently of the size of the state space. Hence, we assume that these operations are negligible from
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the total cost of the computation. For each 1 ≤ v ≤ w, we consider the following average assumption similar to [3]. In
Theorem 6, let L beΛv . Then, we have
v−
i=1
‖ω′i‖ = − dim(S), (8)
by Lemma 2.4 in [3]. Since the last vector ωlast is reduced by one of ω′1, . . . , ω′v , we have the trivial lower bound
‖ωlast‖ ≥ ν1, (9)
where ν1 is the first successive minimum ofΛv . For simplicity, we make the assumption: ‖ωlast‖ is approximately equal to
or greater than the average of ‖ω′1‖, . . . , ‖ω′v‖, namely,
‖ωlast‖ ≥ − dim(S)/v. (10)
This assumption fails in some cases (see the latter example in Section 4.1), but it holds (or holds with slight modification)
for many applications (see Remark 3 and Section 4.1). From now on, in the computation of complexity, we always assume
(10). The following theorem gives an upper bound of the total bit operations.
Theorem 7. Under (10), PIS requires at most
2w dim(S)2 + 1
2
w2 dim(S)+ 1
2
w2(w + 1)
bit operations to compute all k(v), w ≥ v ≥ 1.
We need two more lemmas and corollaries to prove the theorem, corresponding to Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 in [3].
Lemma 8. Under (10), the number of pivot reductions to obtain a reduced basis by PLR from the generating set in (2) is bounded
by (v + 1) dim(S).
Proof. We apply Theorem 6. Since ‖ei‖ = 0 and χv(s0) ≤ −1, the first summation in (6) is less than or equal to −1. The
second summation in (6) is− dim(S) by (8). The third term in (6) is bounded by dim(S)/v by (10). The result follows from
a simple computation. 
Corollary 9. Under the same assumption, the number of bit operations inside S (i.e., neglecting the polynomial part) in the PLR
algorithm starting from the generating set in (2) is bounded by (v + 1) dim(S)2, when using the state representation.
Lemma 10. Under (10), the number of pivot reductions in the PLR algorithm starting from {ρ(ω1), . . . , ρ(ωv+1)}, where
ω1, . . . , ωv+1 are the reduced basis of Λv+1 previously obtained by PLR, has an upper bound dim(S)+ v.
Proof. We apply Theorem 6. From ‖ρ(ωi)‖ ≤ ‖ωi‖ and (8), the first summation in (6) is∑v+1i=1 ‖ρ(ωi)‖ ≤ ∑v+1i=1 ‖ωi‖ =− dim(S). The second summation in (6) is− dim(S) by (8). The third term in (6) is bounded by dim(S)/v by (10). The result
follows. 
Corollary 11. Under the same assumption, the number of bit operations inside S for PLR to compute a reduced basis of Λv from
that of Λv+1 obtained by PLR is bounded by dim(S)2 + v dim(S), when using the state representation.
Proof of Theorem 7. We count the number of bit operations in the polynomial part of the state representations in PLR. The
operations on the polynomial part are necessary only when one reduces a vector with the non-trivial polynomial part in its
state representation. At the beginning, e1, . . . , ew are such vectors. For every i, ei gets the reduction atmost i times, before its
state representation has no polynomial part. Thus, the number of pivot reductions on the polynomial part in PLR is at most
w(w+1)/2. Since the polynomial part consists ofw bits, the total number of bit operations on the polynomial part in PLR is
bounded byw2(w+1)/2. Next, we count the number of bit operations in S of the state representation. Corollary 9 is applied
for computing the first step k(w), i.e., when v = w. Then, Corollary 11 is applied for computing k(w−1), k(w−2), . . . , k(1),
i.e., for v = w− 1, w− 2, . . . , 1, by using the inductive projection. Thus, to compute all k(v), the number of bit operations
is at most
1
2
w2(w + 1)+ (w + 1) dim(S)2 +
w−1−
v=1
(dim(S)2 + v dim(S)),
and we obtain the theorem. 
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Remark 2. We compare the computational complexity of PIS (Theorem 7) with SIS method. We assume (10) at the final
step in SGR, as well. According to Theorem 4.3 of [3], SIS requires at most
2w dim(S)2 + 4
3
w3 dim(S)+ 1
4
w4
bit operations for computing all k(v), w ≥ v ≥ 1. Thus, PIS is superior to SIS in w. This is because SIS requires Gaussian
elimination for finding a linear relation among π(ω1), . . . , π(ωv) over F2, which costs v3 bit operations, at each reduction
step for k(v), while PIS has an automatic triangulation mechanism and no elimination is necessary. This cost is not negligible
for largew.
Remark 3. In the preceding work by Couture and L’Ecuyer [12], the computational complexities were proved under the
following condition: the minimum and the maximum of the successive minima of Λv have a difference of at most 1. This
condition is said to be the regularity, and it means that all the successive minima are almost equal (or concentrate on the
average). Then, from (9), we have ‖ωlast‖ ≥ ν1 ≥ − dim(S)/v−1. Under the regularity condition for eachΛv , we can prove
that PIS requires at most 2w dim(S)2 +w2 dim(S)+ 12w2(w + 1) bit operations, because each number of pivot reductions
in Lemmas 8 and 10 increases by at most v. Our assumption (10) can be considered as a weaker modified version of the
regularity: the regularity requires that all nonzero vectors in Λv have the norms no less than − dim(S)/v − 1, while (10)
requires that one vector ωlast has the norm no less than− dim(S)/v.
4. Numerical experiments
4.1. PIS versus SIS
We show some experiments to compare the following two methods:
1. PIS method (our proposal in Section 3).
2. SIS method (the method in [3]).
We apply thesemethods to somew-bit F2-linear generators (wherew is 32 or 64), andmeasure the CPU time for computing
k(w), k(w − 1), . . . , k(2) in this order. All the tests are performed on 64-bit AMD-Athlon 64 4000+ and Linux operating
system. The programs are implemented with C language and compiled by using gcc compiler version 4.4.1 with the -O2
optimization flag.
We first conducted an experiment with the 32-bit F2-linear generator WELL19937a’ (a variant of WELL19937a [6] with
the tempering improved by the author [20], and dim(S) = 19937). This generator is maximally equidistributed. The first to
third columns of Table 1 show the CPU time (in seconds). PIS is faster than SIS, and the difference increases when v becomes
large, probably because of the Gaussian elimination of cost O(v3), which is avoided in PIS. The latticeΛv has the regularity
for every 1 ≤ v ≤ 32, except for v = 6. In PIS, the assumption (10) holds for five values of 1 ≤ v ≤ 32, and a slightly
weaker assumption ‖ωlast‖ > − dim(S)/v − 2 holds for all v. In SIS, the assumption (10) holds for more than a half of
1 ≤ v ≤ 32, and the weaker assumption also holds for all v. The experiments are also in accordance with the complexities
obtained above.
To see the dependence on the size of w, we conducted an experiment with a 64-bit Mersenne Twister MT19937-64 [5]
downloaded from (http://www.math.sci.hiroshima-u.ac.jp/~m-mat/MT/emt64.html). This generator is a new version based
on a three-term recurrence (not five-term) with dim(S) = 19937. The right six columns of Table 1 show that PIS is about
three times faster than SIS. MT19937-64 is far from maximally equidistributed (i.e.,∆ = 7820), and k(v) attains the upper
bound only for v = 1, 2, 3, 4, 16, 32, 64. For such v’s, the latticeΛv has the regularity (except for v = 3), and the assumption
(10) or a weaker assumption ‖ωlast‖ > − dim(S)/v − 2 holds. For the other v’s, the assumption does not generally hold in
both PIS and SIS, but for all v, our experiments show that ν1 > −2 dim(S)/v holds, and we have ‖ωlast‖ > −2 dim(S)/v
by (9). This lower bound changes only the constant coefficients in the order of Theorem 7 (and also in that of Remark 2).
Actually, in the case where the generator is far from maximally equidistributed, our experiments show that PIS and SIS are
even faster than the cases for which the generator is maximally equidistributed, since the number of reduction steps tends
to be smaller (see Table 2 in Section 4.2).
4.2. Use of 0-excess states
As another direction for acceleration, we propose choosing the initial state s0 ∈ S as one of the most 0-excess states
(e.g., consisting of all 0 bits except for one). The 0-excess states were proposed by Panneton et al. [6] as bad initializations
for Mersenne Twisters such that the output sequence is sparse (namely much more 0 than 1) even after thousands of
generations. Here, on the other hand, this phenomenon can be used to accelerate the reduction speeds. We designed an
experiment comparing the timing of lattice reduction for randomly selected initial states with that for 0-excess initial states.
We also conducted an experiment with the effect of 0-excess states to other 32-bit F2-linear generators, namely Mersenne
Twister MT19937 [4] (dim(S) = 19937) and WELL44497a’ (a variant of WELL44497a [6] modified by the author [20] with
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Table 1
The CPU time for computing k(v) (w ≥ v ≥ 2) of WELL19937a’ and MT19937-64 (in seconds). They are listed in descending order with respect to v,
according to the order of computation.
WELL19937a’ (w = 32) MT19937-64 (w = 64)
PIS SIS PIS SIS PIS SIS
k(32) 0.275 0.451 k(64) 0.289 0.933 k(32) 0.004 0.009
k(31) 0.009 0.014 k(63) 0.000 0.000 k(31) 0.000 0.003
k(30) 0.009 0.014 k(62) 0.000 0.001 k(30) 0.001 0.002
k(29) 0.009 0.014 k(61) 0.000 0.001 k(29) 0.001 0.004
k(28) 0.008 0.014 k(60) 0.000 0.000 k(28) 0.002 0.004
k(27) 0.008 0.013 k(59) 0.000 0.001 k(27) 0.002 0.005
k(26) 0.008 0.013 k(58) 0.000 0.001 k(26) 0.002 0.007
k(25) 0.008 0.012 k(57) 0.000 0.000 k(25) 0.003 0.007
k(24) 0.010 0.012 k(56) 0.000 0.001 k(24) 0.004 0.007
k(23) 0.009 0.012 k(55) 0.000 0.001 k(23) 0.004 0.008
k(22) 0.009 0.012 k(54) 0.000 0.001 k(22) 0.004 0.008
k(21) 0.009 0.012 k(53) 0.000 0.001 k(21) 0.003 0.007
k(20) 0.009 0.012 k(52) 0.000 0.000 k(20) 0.001 0.003
k(19) 0.009 0.012 k(51) 0.000 0.001 k(19) 0.002 0.005
k(18) 0.009 0.012 k(50) 0.001 0.001 k(18) 0.003 0.006
k(17) 0.009 0.011 k(49) 0.000 0.001 k(17) 0.003 0.006
k(16) 0.008 0.012 k(48) 0.001 0.001 k(16) 0.004 0.007
k(15) 0.008 0.012 k(47) 0.000 0.001 k(15) 0.001 0.003
k(14) 0.008 0.011 k(46) 0.000 0.001 k(14) 0.003 0.005
k(13) 0.008 0.010 k(45) 0.000 0.001 k(13) 0.002 0.003
k(12) 0.009 0.010 k(44) 0.001 0.001 k(12) 0.003 0.005
k(11) 0.008 0.011 k(43) 0.000 0.001 k(11) 0.003 0.003
k(10) 0.009 0.010 k(42) 0.001 0.001 k(10) 0.003 0.004
k(9) 0.009 0.011 k(41) 0.001 0.002 k(9) 0.003 0.002
k(8) 0.008 0.010 k(40) 0.000 0.001 k(8) 0.003 0.003
k(7) 0.008 0.011 k(39) 0.001 0.002 k(7) 0.002 0.004
k(6) 0.008 0.010 k(38) 0.001 0.002 k(6) 0.003 0.003
k(5) 0.009 0.009 k(37) 0.001 0.002 k(5) 0.003 0.004
k(4) 0.009 0.010 k(36) 0.000 0.003 k(4) 0.003 0.004
k(3) 0.009 0.010 k(35) 0.001 0.004 k(3) 0.004 0.005
k(2) 0.009 0.009 k(34) 0.002 0.005 k(2) 0.005 0.005
Total 0.534 0.798 k(33) 0.002 0.005 Total 0.386 1.128
Table 2
The cumulative CPU time (in seconds) for computing all k(v)(w ≥ v ≥ 2) of four F2-linear
generators, by the two reduction algorithms and the two initializations. The column ∆ shows the
total dimension defect.
PIS (0-ex.) SIS (0-ex.) PIS SIS ∆
MT19937-64 (w = 64) 0.105 0.197 0.386 1.128 7820
MT19937 (w = 32) 0.029 0.036 0.294 0.481 6750
WELL19937a’ (w = 32) 0.525 0.786 0.534 0.798 0
WELL44497a’ (w = 32) 2.536 3.091 2.591 3.193 0
dim(S) = 44497). Table 2 gives a summary of the cumulative CPU time (in seconds) for computing all k(v)(w ≥ v ≥ 2).
WELL generators recover from 0-excess states quickly, and it is natural that the acceleration by 0-excess states of lattice
reduction for WELL generators is not significant.
In contrast, let us choose some 0-excess initial states for Mersenne Twisters. Its state representation is very sparse. It
is observed through the experiment that the state representation continues to be rather sparse even after a considerable
number of pivot reductions. This results in a high probability to have a smaller norm vector after a pivot reduction (not the
decrease of the pivot index). Consequently, the lattice reductions are significantly accelerated.
5. Conclusions
We propose PIS method for computing all k(v), w ≥ v ≥ 1, which is an improvement of SIS in [3]. Our approach is to
apply an efficient lattice reduction algorithm by Mulders and Storjohann with the triangular technique by Wang et al., and
it is shown that this lowers the magnitude of computational complexity with respect to the word size w. The numerical
experiments confirm that our improvement is practically effective, especially for large w. As another direction, use of 0-
excess initial states significantly accelerates the lattice reductions in the case of Mersenne Twisters. This method is simple
but very effective when we search for good F2-linear output functions for Mersenne Twisters (i.e., tempering in [21,4]),
which is in particular useful for dynamic parameter searches [1].
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